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The quality of reconstructed images in Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) depends on two

essential factors: first, precision of the EIT hardware in current injection and voltage measurement

and second, efficiency of its image reconstruction algorithm. Therefore the current source plays an

important and a vital role in EIT instruments. Floating-load current sources constructed using sink

and source drivers have better performance and higher output impedance than grounded-load (single-

ended) current sources. In addition, a main feature of this kind is that the current source is not connected

to the ground potential directly but via a large impedance. In this paper, we first focus on recent

studies on designed EIT current sources, and after that, a practical design of a floating-load high

output impedance current source—operating over a wide frequency band—will be proposed in detail.

Simulation results of the proposed voltage-controlled current source (VCCS), along with some other

models, will be shown and compared. At the end, the results of practical tests on the VCCS and a

few EIT images, taken using our prototype EIT system coupled with the mentioned VCCS, will be

illustrated which proves the quality of the proposed current source. Published by AIP Publishing.

https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5028435

INTRODUCTION

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT), as an imaging

technique, can be used in medical, industrial, or geophysical

fields. In this imaging method, the conductivity distribution

image of the inner part of a conductive domain (Ω) can be made

with an array of external electrodes installed on the domain

boundary (∂Ω).1 The EIT procedure contains injecting a pre-

cise current into the volume conductor under imaging via a pair

of electrodes, measuring the boundary voltages by means of

other electrodes placed around the boundary, repeating previ-

ous steps until the current would be injected to all electrodes,

and at the end, processing the acquired data (the measured

voltages around the boundary) using a data processing tool to

reconstruct the image.

Generally in bio-impedance measurement for in vivo

applications, as the safety of applying electrical current into the

body is defined by the amplitude of applied current not by the

voltage, current sources are used more than voltage sources

in electrical stimulations.2 One of the essential parts of the

EIT instrument is the current source. This module must be sta-

ble and able to deliver a precise current to the loads, within

a specified range of values over a defined frequency range.3

In general, in EIT medical applications, a sinusoidal current

with a maximum amplitude of 0.1–5 mA is commonly used.

The smaller current values are applied in lower frequencies

due to safety considerations. In multi-frequency EIT systems,

the current contains several signals with different frequencies

which are applied simultaneously.4 The important factors for

enhancing the sensitivity and accuracy of the bio-impedance

measurement systems are the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)5 and

stability of their current sources.6
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In the last thirty years, many designs related to the EIT

instrumentation and especially EIT current sources have been

reported in articles. Various structures of the current driver

for the EIT and also bio-impedance measurements have been

proposed.

The EIT systems commonly use the current sources which

have been designed using Operational Amplifiers (OPAMPs)

or trans-conductance amplifiers. Because first of all, the cur-

rent drivers designed using mentioned components have higher

output impedance in comparison with the ones constructed

using discrete transistors and second, they are capable to both

sink and inject current.4 The current sources used frequently in

the EIT systems—according to the articles—are divided into

following groups.

• Voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) based on

current-feedback amplifier AD844 (Analog Devices).

Pin 5 of AD844 is internally connected to a high

impedance node for external frequency compensation,

which allows its use as a current conveyer. This method

overcomes the problems due to thermal stability and

asymmetry of current mirrors. However, errors due to

gain accuracy and non-zero output impedance of the IC

will be created that can be removed using a DC feed-

back.7 The mentioned kind of VCCS has been presented

in papers.7,8 Also, in paper,9 a multi-frequency differen-

tial form of this VCCS which injects a current containing

several frequencies has been proposed.

• Floating-load VCCS in which the load is placed on the

negative feedback path of an inverting amplifier has

been introduced in Ref. 10. In the extended version,

the load is DC-isolated from the amplifier by using the

transformer-coupling method. This VCCS is used in the

Sheffield Mark 1 EIT system.11 The main advantage

of this method is the DC isolation between the load

and source which is an important point in the medical
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application safety. However, because of the non-ideal

behavior of the transformer, the output impedance

and the voltage compliance of the current source are

restricted.12

• VCCS based on the Operational Transconductance

Amplifier (OTA). The OTA is a commercially available

IC (e.g., Burr-Brown OPA2262), which can be used as a

current source.10 The main disadvantage of this device

is providing low output impedance.4 In paper,13 the

authors have presented a VCCS designed using an OTA

with a feedback path which overcomes the restriction of

output impedance degradation in higher frequencies. In

Ref. 14, for improving the output impedance problem

of single OTA, a VCCS based on second generation of

the current conveyor (CCII), coupled to a folded cascade

OTA, has been proposed.

• Supply-current sensing VCCS which also uses the cur-

rent mirror.15,16 This technique relies on the fact that in

ideal OPAMPs, the current is permitted to flow just in

the output and supply terminals.12 The great feature of

this VCCS is that it works as an impedance multiplier.

The output impedance of the VCCS is approximately

equal to the open-loop gain of the OPAMP multiplied

by its input impedance. However, the VCCS perfor-

mance is restricted in higher frequencies because of

reduction in the open-loop gain that decreases the output

impedance.4

• Howland VCCS is constructed using an OPAMP with

both positive and negative feedbacks and four resistors

around it. The simplicity and high output impedance

are its main properties.17 In the enhanced version of

Howland (EH),18 a resistor has been added to the posi-

tive feedback path which has improved its performance,

but it is more complicated to analyze than the original

version.19 The Enhanced Howland (EH) is more pop-

ular between EIT researchers; as in many articles, the

authors have presented the usage of the mentioned cur-

rent source in their designs.5,20 The Sheffield mark 3.5

EIT system has also used this kind of current source.21

In paper,22 a multi-frequency form of the EH has been

used in their MF EIT system.

So far, many attempts have been made to increase the out-

put impedance of the Enhanced Howland (EH): in other words,

to compensate the effects of VCCS output and stray capaci-

tances, using some compensation methods such as GIC (gener-

alized impedance converter)17,23 and NIC (negative impedance

converter) circuits.24 In addition, for improving the stability

of the mentioned source, a few compensation techniques have

been introduced by authors, including lead-lag compensation

(which is implemented using a series of resistor and capacitor

connected between the input terminals of the EH operational

amplifier)19 and the compensation method based on putting

a small capacitor (5 pf–50 pf) in parallel with the negative

feedback of the mentioned OPAMP.5,17

REAL CURRENT SOURCES

Figure 1 shows the components of a typical real cur-

rent source. IS is an ideal current source with infinite output

FIG. 1. Norton equivalent circuit of a real current source.

impedance. Ideally, the applied current IL must be indepen-

dent of the load value. But the real current sources are limited

because of their output impedance ZO (parallel combination

of a resistance RO and a capacitance CO), which shunts the

source current away from the load. Thus, if the load increases,

the current to RO will be increased; hence the load current IL

will be degraded.

On the other hand, because of the presence of CO, the

output impedance of the current sources varies with frequency.

Here again if the frequency increases, the impedance of CO will

decrease and this results in the delivered current to the load

to be smaller.4 That is why the maximum load value that the

current source can support linearly and the voltage compliance

(i.e., the maximum load voltage for which the circuit works

properly, before any saturation occurs10) of the current source

decrease in higher frequencies.

The degradation in current source performance because

of its finite output impedance gets worse, by the presence of

parasitic or stray capacitances CS .17 CS is due to the capaci-

tances between wires, printed circuit board (PCB) tracks, and

switches channels rather than the current source itself.

Basically the Voltage-to-Current Converters (VCCs) are

divided into two principal groups: grounded-load (single-

ended) and floating-load converters. In grounded-load con-

verters, one of the load pins (and therefore, one of the current

source terminals) is connected to the ground potential. But in

the floating ones, both terminals of the load, connected to the

current source, are uncommitted, meaning the load terminals

(as well as the current source leads) are not connected to the

ground potential directly. This definition is cited in Ref. 10

by Franco and in Refs. 7 and 25; the “floating” term is used

according to the above definition. But, on the other hand, in

some references, authors assign the term “floating” to the cur-

rent sources which make a current flow through a load without

any reference to the ground potential (means the load terminals

are DC-isolated from the ground).4,12

WAVEFORM GENERATOR

A typical VCCS used in the EIT systems consists of

a waveform generator and a Voltage-to-Current Converter

(VCC). The waveform generator’s duty is to produce a voltage

signal with precise and steady amplitude over a wide band of

frequency. In addition, it must have low output impedance.

Essentially a sinusoidal signal can be produced using two

main methods; the first method is using analog oscillators such

as voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), which is the common

way to generate sinusoids (e.g., MAX038). The second one is
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FIG. 2. Block diagram of the waveform generator module.

digital waveform synthesis. All recent designs apply the digital

waveform synthesis method.

There are two basic approaches for sinusoidal digital syn-

thesis. The first involves storing all or part of a sinusoidal

wave in a Programmable Read-Only Memory (PROM) and

stepping through the stored values sequentially. It is necessary

to couple the PROM with logic devices to enable the look-

up table.4 The second approach is utilizing a Direct Digital

Synthesis (DDS) integrated circuit. In both cases, an analog

waveform is produced by feeding the digital samples through

a digital-to-analog converter (DAC).

A DDS module is constructed utilizing a sinusoid read-

only memory (ROM) lookup table. There are a few registers

in a typical DDS for storing desired values of phase and fre-

quency.4 Therefore the DDS can be digitally programmed to

provide the desired frequency and phase accurately. High-

frequency voltage sources constructed using Direct Digital

Synthesis (DDS) are proper for driving the voltage-to current

converter.

There are a number of commercially-available DDS ICs

such as Analog Devices AD9833 and AD9835 to be used for

generating sinusoidal waveform. Figure 2 exhibits the block

diagram of the proposed waveform generator. The phase and

frequency registers of the DDS and also the register of the pro-

grammable amplifier are written by the microcontroller unite

(MCU) via a 3-wire serial interface. The voltage signal, after

passing through a filter and three stages amplifying, is deliv-

ered to the VCCS part. At the middle stage, the amplitude of

the output voltage is digitally controlled by a programmable

amplifier designed using a digital potentiometer.

The proposed circuit for the waveform generation mod-

ule has been illustrated in Fig. 3. The AD9833 has been used

as the DDS in this design. Its output amplitude is around

0.6 VP-P, which is approximately constant over the whole

bandwidth. The R1, C1 and R2, C2 form high-pass and low-

pass filters with cutoff frequencies of 1 KHz and 10 MHz,

respectively.

If low frequencies are also needed, the value of R1 and C1

should be selected properly for desired bandwidth. Since the

FIG. 3. The proposed circuit for waveform generator module.

terminals of P1 (digital potentiometer) should not be driven

with negative voltages according to its datasheet, the wave-

form must be added to an offset voltage to be amplified using

the digipot. On the other hand, applied voltage for the P1 ter-

minals should not be more than 7 volts (according to absolute

values in the datasheet). Therefore, in the first stage of the

circuit (in Fig. 3), for selecting the gain of U1, the maxi-

mum amplitude of the voltage signal should be considered.

So the signal amplifications in the first and second stages are

limited.

After C3, there is no DC (offset) voltage and the sig-

nal can be either amplified again or buffered. This circuit is

able to generate voltage signals with amplitudes more than

10 VP-P, which is appropriate to have 10 mA current at the

output of VCCS. This should be taken into consideration that

according to IEC 60601-1 standard,26 a 10 mA current is per-

missible to be injected into the body for frequencies more than

100 KHz.

We have used Linear Technology LT1357 instead of U1

and U2 with single supply and AD844 for U3. Both AD8400

series and MCP410 (Microchip Technology) series as digital

potentiometer are proper to be utilized in the place of P1. To

prevent self-excited oscillations or instability in the current

source circuit, it is needed to monitor the phase margin of

the whole design (using PSpice) to ensure that the stability

specifications have been fulfilled.10

ENHANCED HOWLAND (EH) MODEL

The voltage-to-current converter (VCC) is the most

important portion of an EIT current source. Figure 4 shows

the schematic circuit of the Howland converter. An interesting

point of this circuit is that it has both positive and negative

feedbacks.

One of the advantages of Enhanced Howland (EH) in com-

parison with classic Howland VCCS is that by splitting the

positive feedback resistor of classic Howland into R2 and R5

in enhanced Howland, and the power consumption of R1 is

reduced. The unwanted power consumption in R1 and heat-

ing it could potentially change its resistance which could

unbalance the Howland resistor bridge.10

In EH, the feedback paths are balanced and the relation-

ship between input voltage and output current is linear, when

the resistor bridge is formed as following:

R4

R3
=

R2 + R5

R1
. (1)

FIG. 4. Enhanced Howland V-I converter.
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The Howland, as a transconductance converter, converts

the input voltage V i to the output current. It has a differential

input under the ideal condition mentioned in (1). However, the

negative and positive inputs have different transconductances

if the condition in (1) is not satisfied.19

So it is better to drive just one input and connect the other

one to the ground to prevent unnecessary distortions.19 The

relationship between the input voltage and output current of

the circuit in Fig. 4 is given by

IL =
R2 + R5

R1 · R5
· Vi. (2)

The voltage compliance ��VL
�
� (i.e., the maximum load volt-

age when the current source works linearly10) of the enhanced

Howland is

|VL | ≤ |Vsat | −
R2 + R5

R1
· |Vi |. (3)

Where |Vsat| is the saturation voltage of the OPAMP, used in

the EH structure, according to its datasheet.10 Therefore, the

maximum load value which the EH current source can linearly

drive is given by

Zmax
L =

|VL |

IL

. (4)

There are three factors that affect this model’s output

impedance: imbalance in negative and positive feedback paths,

the finite open-loop gain of OPAMP, and the finite bandwidth

of OPAMP.

The mentioned factors independently limit the output

impedance and, finally, the precision of the current source.

Therefore to maximize the output impedance, related to the

first and second factors, the resistor bridge of the Howland

must be balanced as much as possible, and hence, high pre-

cision resistors must be used. Related to the third factor,

for higher frequencies, the OPAMPs with enough bandwidth

should be utilized to support a large DC open-loop gain.19

TOA HOWLAND-BASED MODEL

Triple-Operational Amplifier (TOA) Howland-based cur-

rent source is constructed by adding two buffers to the positive

and negative feedback paths of enhanced Howland. Figure 5

displays the schematic circuit of this model. In TOA, the posi-

tive and negative feedback paths are balanced if the following

FIG. 5. TOA Howland-based converter.

condition holds:
R4

R3
=

R2

R1
. (5)

As the input voltage (V i) is connected to the positive input

of central OPAMP, the output current and input voltage are in

phase. The relationship between the input voltage and output

current of the circuit in Fig. 5 is given by

IL =
R2

R1 · R5
· Vi. (6)

The voltage compliance of the TOA converter is calcu-

lated by

|VL | ≤ |Vsat | − R5 · |IL |,

|VL | ≤ |Vsat | −
R2

R1
· |Vi |.

(7)

The TOA Howland-based current source was imple-

mented in our previous EIT system MKH-V027,28 and in

paper29 as well. We got good results in the EIT experiments

done using the mentioned system. However the applied cur-

rent frequency was less than 50 KHz with an amplitude of

1 mA, and the system was tested just on phantom (saline

tank).

According to the results of practical tests on the TOA

converter (on the breadboard) in paper,30 the best value for the

resistor bridge (R1–R4) of the TOA converter is 1 KΩ and the

best value for R5 is between 1 KΩ and 3 KΩ.

DTOA HOWLAND-BASED FLOATING MODEL

Dual TOA (DTOA) Howland-based floating current

source as a novel design is our proposed voltage-controlled

current source (VCCS), for electrical impedance tomography.

The proposed current source schematic circuit is illustrated in

Fig. 6. In this figure, for simplicity, we divide the circuit into

two parts, A and B. So R1A denotes the resistor R1 of part A.

In this circuit, the phase difference between V iA and V iB is

180◦, and hence it would also be 180◦ between VLA and VLB

(voltages on both sides of the load). For precise linear rela-

tionship between V i and IL, the resistor bridge of part A and B

FIG. 6. DTOA Howland-based floating converter.
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should be balanced; hence (5) must be satisfied for both parts

and under this condition, and IL is related to V i by (6).

The voltage compliance of DTOA is calculated as follows:

|VL | ≤ |VsatA | −
R2A

R1A

· |ViA | + |VsatB | −
R1A

R1B

· |ViB |,

|VL | ≤ 2 ·

(

|Vsat | −
R2

R1
· |Vi |

)

. (8)

Expression (8) shows that the voltage compliance of the

DTOA floating model is twice as much as that of the TOA

and EH. Therefore the maximum load value that DTOA can

support linearly is also twice the maximum load that TOA

and EH can support. The above characteristic is one of the

most important advantages of this converter. The other main

advantage of this model is that if (5) would be satisfied for

both parts, the output impedance of DTOA is two times of the

TOA output impedance. In DTOA, in addition to condition (5)

that must be satisfied in both parts, the 180◦ phase difference

between V iA and V iB should be maintained as well.

In fully balanced DTOA we have

VLA − VLB =
R2 · ZL

2 · (R1 · R5)
· Vi. (9)

Where VLA and VLB are the voltages on both sides of the load

and ZL is the load impedance.

To create exact 180◦ phase difference between V i1 and

V i2, a buffer (U4A) and an inverter (U4B) are inserted between

V i and the input resistors (R1) of two parts. The OPAMP used

as the inverter is faster than the one used as the buffer. In this

work, we have used (Analog Devices) AD845 (12.8 MHz in

unity gain bandwidth) for U4A and AD844 (66 MHz band-

width in gain −1) for U4B. Therefore by changing the values

of potentiometers P1 and P2 which must be equal, the phase

difference between the input and output of inverter will be

changed. It can easily be tuned and be equal to that of AD845.

Although the phase difference of OPAMPs varies with

frequency, the used OPAMPs are faster than our desired band-

width. So, for example, between 100 K and 1 MHz, the phase

difference changes are negligible.

We have used AD845 for U1A and U1B and AD844 for

buffers U2A, U2B, U3A, and U3B in the proposed structure as

well. The point that should be taken into consideration is that

if it is required to use AD844 in the place of the mentioned

buffers (as we did), a resistor (200-500 Ω) should be added

to the negative feedback paths of the mentioned ICs to work

normally [with regard to the two inputs of the current-feedback

amplifier AD844, they are asymmetrical and in low-gain non-

inverting modes (e.g., in the buffer mode); they deteriorate31

and get hot].

The best value for R1 to R4 for both parts is 1 KΩ. Since

the resistor precisions are very important in the bridge balance,

we have used 0.1% precision resistors in our work. In addition,

whereas the output impedance of both U4 (7-15 Ω) should be

taken into account, R1 is split into a resistor and a potentiometer

for both parts to be tuned finely. The capacitors on the both

sides of the load are optional.

For condition (5), it is assumed that the OPAMPs are ideal.

In reality, however, the buffers’ (U2A, U3A, U2B, and U3B)

output impedances (less than 10Ω) are also added to R2 and R4,

but if the buffers would be identical, (5) can be satisfied again.

The phase difference between the buffers’ output and input

is also undesirable. However, for fast OPAMPs like the ones

that are used in this work (regarding the system operational

frequency), it is negligible.

MODEL SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulation results of four converter models, namely,

Enhanced Howland (EH), TOA, Floating DTOA (proposed),

and Floating DEH (Dual Enhanced Howland) are illustrated.

Although we did not discuss floating dual enhanced How-

land (i.e., two symmetrical source and sink enhanced Howland

VCCSs working in floating mode-like DTOA), for evaluating

its performance and comparing with other types, we did similar

simulation on this.

For each model, the values of output current and output

impedance in different frequencies are shown as the output

results of simulation. The simulations have been done using

PSPICE software under following conditions.

All of the applied OPAMPs in all models are the same

(AD844 with dual supply ±15 V). The values of R1 to R4 are

1 KΩ in all models, but for EH and Dual EH, the resistor R1

must be equal to R2 + R5 [according to expression (1)]. The

value of R5 can be selected between 1 KΩ and 5 KΩ, but it

must be the same for all models.

For the negative feedback of buffers in TOA and DTOA,

as they are AD844, we added 270Ω resistors to their feedback

paths (instead of short circuit). The value of V i (input voltage)

related to R5 is the same in all models to have output current

equal to 1 mA. The load value and other PSPICE parameters

are similar for all converter models as well.

VCCS output impedance measurement

There are several methods presented in the literatures for

measuring the output impedance of a VCCS.6,32,33 Among

them, we have used the method in Ref. 32. The output

impedance Zout of a typical current source can be calculated

by (10). As shown in Fig. 7, V1 represents the measured volt-

age of RT , when the switch S is open, and V2 represents the

measured output voltage of RT , when S is closed,

Zout =
V1

V2 − V1
· RP − RT . (10)

Where RP and RT can have almost arbitrary values but

under a certain condition. The VCCS must be able to supply

the sum (RT + RP). In all simulations, the values of RT and RP

are determined to be 100Ω and 2.9 KΩ, respectively. Figure 8

FIG. 7. The method for measuring a VCCS output impedance.
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FIG. 8. The output current of simulated enhanced Howland (EH), TOA, Dual

Enhanced Howland (DEH), and Dual TOA (DTOA) converters for RT = 100Ω

and RP = 2.9 KΩ, in two cases: (According to Fig. 7): first, S is closed meaning

RL = 100 Ω (red curve) and second, S is opened which means RL = 3 KΩ

(blue Curve).

shows the output current of models over the frequency band

of 1 K–10 MHz in two cases:

• Switch S is close which means the current source load

is 100 Ω (the red curve for all models).

• Switch S is open that means the current source load is

3 KΩ (the blue curve for all models).

Figure 9 shows the output impedance of converters, sim-

ulated using PSPICE, in different frequencies. The first and

FIG. 9. The output impedance of simulated Enhanced Howland (EH), TOA,

Dual Enhanced Howland (DEH), and Dual TOA (DTOA) converters for

RT = 100 Ω and RP = 2.9 KΩ. For comparision, in three specific frequen-

cies containing 300 KHz, 1 MHz, and 3 MHz, the values of models’ output

impedance are shown on all curves (frequency, output impedance).
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TABLE I. Simulation results (using PSPICE) for the output impedance of

different converters at three specific frequencies.

Output impedance (Ω)

VCCS ≈300 KHz 1 MHz ≈3 MHz

EH 302.08 K 90.94 K 30.092 K

TOA 523.24 K 157.49 K 52.064 K

DEH 604.94 K 182.12 K 60.261 K

DTOA 1.0624 M 317.45 K 104.236 K

second numbers in the parentheses (shown on the curves)

are the frequency and output impedance of selected points,

respectively.

For a simple comparison between four models, the output

impedance values of the converters at three specific frequen-

cies, according to their simulated curves, have been recorded

in Table I. Results show that the DTOA has better output

impedance in comparison with the other ones.

PRACTICAL TESTS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section is divided to three parts. The first one is asso-

ciated with implementation of all models on PCB and reporting

the practical results. In the second part, the experimental results

of testing our prototype EIT system (MKH-V1) coupled with

the proposed VCCS, on a saline phantom, will be shown.

The third part is related to the results of in vivo impedance

tomography using the mentioned EIT system (coupled with

the proposed VCCS).

Primary practical tests results

Some practical experiments have been done on all struc-

tures with the identical signal generator (proposed waveform

generator) and same components and values. The challenging

frequency for testing the designed current sources and EIT

systems between EIT researchers is around 1 MHz. We made

an evaluation PCB for practical tests on all models. The mea-

sured output impedances of all converters, at a frequency of

1 MHz, are shown in the Table II. In all structures, the used

OPAMPs were AD844 (for U1 to U4) and the resistors value

of R1 to R4 was 1 KΩ (with 0.1% precision). The value of R5

was 1 KΩ for all models, and therefore the value of R1 in EH

and DEH was about 2 K tuned by a potentiometer.

The DTOA in comparison with DEH had better precision

in the output current amplitude for different load values and

better stability as well. If AD845 is used instead of AD844,

for U1A and U1B (in Fig. 6), the output impedance will be

TABLE II. Measured output impedance of all models as the results of

practical tests in frequency of 1 MHz.

VCCS Measured Zout in 1 MHz (KΩ)

EH ≈34

TOA ≈48

DEH ≈80

DTOA ≈150

decreased a little bit, but the precision and stability of the

VCCS will be improved.

Phantom-based impedance tomography results

Figure 10(a) shows a 16-electrode thorax-shape phantom

filled with saline (NaCl and distilled water). The electrodes are

installed at the height of 6 cm from the bottom. A metal rod of

diameter 4.3 mm is located in the left part of the phantom as

the object under imaging. Our EIT system MKH-V1 (that is

used for imaging) utilizes the DTOA Howland-based floating

VCCS for injecting the current. The images were reconstructed

using the Eidors MATLAB package.34,35

The image in part B (of Fig. 10) has been reconstructed

from the homogenous and inhomogeneous voltage frames

FIG. 10. Experimental results of thorax-shape phantom impedance tomog-

raphy. (a) A metal rod of diameter 4.3 mm is located in the left part of the

phantom. The phantom is filled with saline and has 16 electrodes. (b) Recon-

structed image of the phantom scanned in a frequency of 2 MHz with a current

amplitude of 1.5 mA. (c) Reconstructed image of the phantom scanned in a

frequency of 2.5 MHz with a current amplitude of 1 mA.
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acquired from the phantom. The system operating frequency

and so the injected current frequency for this image is 2 MHz,

and the current amplitude is 1.5 mA. Frequency and ampli-

tude of the injected current for the image in part C are

2.5 MHz and 1 mA, respectively. As the object under imaging

(the rod) is so thin, the images are somehow crude and their

quality is not good; but the important point is that the rod can

be detected in both images, which shows the precision of the

system.

As a matter of fact, the same EIT images (in those chal-

lenging conditions) cannot be obtained using other converters

(such as enhanced Howland or TOA) to be compared with

the illustrated images by readers. Because for a 4 mm-metal-

shaft, the difference between measured electrode-voltages, in

the homogeneous and inhomogeneous sets, is so small; There-

fore for creation and detection of this small difference, the

EIT system should be equipped with a high-output-impedance

precise current source and an accurate voltage measurement

module, respectively. However, the other converters cannot

work properly and precisely in the mentioned frequencies, and

their output impedance drops sharply.

The system operating frequency related to the images of

Fig. 10 shows that DTOA as a novel design can work precisely

over a wide frequency band. Since in other EIT papers, which

have phantom-based tomography images, the reported test-

conditions (such as phantom shape, material of object under

imaging, frequency, etc.) are different with ours, and we cannot

compare our results with the others. To our knowledge, the

same images taken in such challenging conditions (especially

in condition of object with 4.3 mm diameter or less) have not

been reported yet in any EIT article.

Although in medical EIT, higher frequencies (more than

1 MHz according to the articles) are useless because of low

impedance of tissues, and it can be useful for bio-impedance

measurements or industrial objects.

Experimental results of in vivo

impedance tomography

The current subsection is associated with the results of

in vivo impedance tomography using our EIT system cou-

pled with the proposed VCCS. The 16-electrode array of the

EIT system was installed around the thorax of a young male

subject (the first author). The aim of this tomography was to

reconstruct the cross sectional dynamic image of the subject’s

thorax. For acquiring a homogenous voltage set, the subject

exhaled the air out his lungs, and for a inhomogeneous set, the

lungs were full of air. Figure 11 shows the results of impedance

tomography.

The image of part A was taken in the operating frequency

of 100 KHz using adjacent stimulation and measurement

patterns.36

The system frequency for the next image (in part B) was

1 MHz, and its strategy for injecting the current and measur-

ing the voltages was trigonometric36 with the angle of 157.5◦

(near to the opposite method). For both cases, the amplitude of

injected current was 6 mA. Actually from the current source

point of view, the load (body) impedance in trigonometric

stimulation is as much as the one in the adjacent method.

FIG. 11. Reconstructed cross sectional image of the subject’s (first author’s)

thorax in scanning frequencies of (a) 100 KHz and (b) 1 MHz. The homoge-

nous voltage set has been acquired by scanning the fully exhaled lungs, and

the inhomogeneous set has been obtained by scanning the lungs full of air.

Sometimes in higher frequencies, because of low

impedance of tissues, we have to increase the applied current

amplitude (but not more than the safe value), so the current

source should be able to deliver the desired value. Both images

are reconstructed linearly using the GREIT part of the Eidors

MATLAB package.37

In all practical experiments, the electrodes of phantom and

the thorax electrode array were connected to the EIT system

(current source part) via driven-shield coaxial cables which

were so effective and useful to reduce the stray and parasitic

capacitances. In addition, to reduce the stray capacitance of

the PCB, the ground plane has not been put under the current-

carrier tracks. The GIC (generalized impedance converter)

and NIC (negative impedance converter) methods were also

tested at the output of the proposed DTOA current source;

however, the results were not good, and they made the DTOA

unstable.

SNR evaluation of DTOA model

Generally SNR is defined as the ratio of signal power

(useful information power) and noise power (unwanted signal

power). However SNR evaluation has been defined differently

in one of the current source papers.6

As in a typical current source, the useful signal is its out-

put current at a specific frequency and the other harmonics

appearing on (or mixed with) the signal can be considered as

noise. So in logarithmic form, we have
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FIG. 12. Harmonics of the DTOA output current in a frequency of 1 MHz

while driving a 1 KΩ load.
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where Asignal,dB and Anoise,dB represent the amplitudes of

desired current and noise signals in decibels, respectively.

the SNR value has been calculated for both simulated and

real DTOA structures. For this purpose, the DTOA cur-

rent source (Fig. 6) was simulated using Multisim software

(National Instruments, Inc.) with the same components values

as before.

Harmonics of the output current were measured using the

Multisim spectrum analyzer at a frequency of 1 MHz while

driving a 1 KΩ load. The calculated SNR for simulated DTOA

is about 90 dB. SNR was also achieved using ROHDE &

SCHWARZ (model: FS315) spectrum analyzer in mentioned

conditions. In practice, the calculated SNR is 70 dB (at 1 MHz

while driving a 1 KΩ load). Figure 12 shows the display of

the spectrum analyzer while connecting to the output of the

DTOA current source.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

So far in the EIT field, practical designs and methods

have been more successful in producing objectively validated

clinical images than theoretically superior, but more com-

plex, designs.12 In this paper, a practical design of a floating

wide-band voltage-controlled current source was proposed and

described in detail. The design was simulated and compared

with other models, and the results were shown.

Several experiments have been done in different levels for

full evaluation and validation of the proposed design. An eval-

uation PCB was made for all four models, and some primary

practical tests were separately done on all VCCS models using

simple resistive loads. We have also done some phantom-based

and in vivo experiments using our EIT system coupled with the

proposed VCCS (DTOA), and the tomography images were

shown as the results.

As a matter of fact, testing a current source on a simple

resistive load is different from testing on a saline phantom and

is so different from testing on the body. A phantom, due to

its electrodes’ impedance and inner objects’ capacitance, has

more capacitive effects (than a simple resistive load). But with

the body, we encounter a more capacitive and complicated

time-variant load with a collection of artifacts.

For instance, in thorax imaging, we encounter to body

motions, motions due to ventilation, heart-beat, unknown skin-

electrode contact impedance, and so on. Whereas the internal

impedance determination in EIT is mathematically ill-posed

which means a small change in measured data can cause a

large change in reconstructed impedance,16,17 it needs to use

EIT instrumentation having the maximum precision. The pre-

cision of current sources is limited by many factors among

which their output impedance is the most important. So here,

a high-output-impedance current source can maintain the cur-

rent constant through the unwanted load-varying due to the

mentioned artifacts.

The floating current sources constructed using sink and

source drivers (e.g., DTOA) have their own advantages. The

terminals of these current sources are not connected to the

ground directly but via a large impedance. This results in

common-mode voltage to be reduced. The other advantage

of DTOA is that both the output impedance and loading

capacity of this kind are twice as much as those of the

TOA VCCS.

The main disadvantage of this group is that if the both parts

of the floating VCCS would not be balanced symmetrically,

then a terminal injects the current value of I1 to the load, and

the other one sinks the value of I2; hence the difference value

(I1 − I2) is sank from (or injected to) the ground via the

unwanted impedances connected to the load, which can cause

error in the measurements.
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